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Condensation of Excitonsin Highly Excited Semiconductors*
I. PELANT
Department of Chemical Physics, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics,
Charles University, Prague

The paper deals with the problem of a collective behaviour of excitons in semiconductors at
low temperatures. Some recent theoretical papers concerning the calculation of the ground-state
energy of so-called electron-hole drops are revieved. Typical experimental results are presented,
which show, that sufficient high concentration of excitons in Ge and Si leads to their condensation
into "liquid" with metallic character of conductivity. This model of condensed phase, that is assumed to be constitued of spherical drops (electron-hole drops), is compared with another foregoing model of excitonic complex, i.e. the excitonic molecule.
I.

Introduction

It is well known that non-equilibrium electrons and holes in semiconductors
and ionic crystals may be bound by Coulomb forces and form excitons, that may be
understood as a specific atomic boson gas. In connection with now easily avaible
high optical excitation intensities (the laser), a problem of certain interactions have
been widely studied in recent years, e.g. the exciton-lattice defect, exciton —photon,
exciton— phonon, exciton—electron and exciton—exciton interactions. In this paper,
we wish to discuss in some details the lastly metioned type of interaction. It has
been intensively studied in the following three groups of solids:
— typical semiconductors of the type of Ge, Si
— intermetallic coumpounds of the type A11 B V I (CdS, CdSe)
— ionic crystals (CuCl).
Let us start with a question: What happens, if we produce sufficiently high
exciton concentration in the semiconductor such that the mean distance between
excitons will be equal to their radius ? Apparently, one may expect a formation of
certain excitonic complexes. One of them is an excitonic molecule — biexciton, theoretically predicted by Lampert [1]. In analogy with the hydrogenic molecule one
can imagine the biexciton as a quasiparticle consisted of two electrons and two holes.
A tendency of the biexciton formation should rise with a = m^/me, a being the ratio
of the effective hole mass m^ to the effective electron mass me. On the other hand,
*) This paper had not been presented at the seminar and it has been added into the volume as
a complementary paper to the review article of R. Levy and J. B. Grun.
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Keldys in 1968 had proposed another possibility of exciton collectivization: after
him, excitons at high concentrations will behave as another gas under high pressure i.e. at definite critical concentration (being dependent on temperature) will
condense into a "liquid" phase and will form a liquid of the metallic type. In such
a liquid the electrons will be not further bound with their holes and both types of
carriers will move more or less independently. For this case of the semiconductormetal phase transition a term "condensation of exciton into electron-hole drops"
has been accepted. It is clear the occurence of a region with metallic conductivity
inside the semiconductor must be followed by substantial changes of many of its
physical properties.
Let us mention in advance, that on the basis of contemporary theoretical works
and experimental results we are not able to say quite unambiguously what type of introduced excitonic complexes will come into existence in real semiconductor. It is
possible the excitonic molecules are formed at relatively low concentrations of excitons, while the condensed phase appears at higher concentrations only [3]-[5].
Another possibility seems to be more probable, namely that in dependence on the
specific band structure of concrete semiconductor, or biexcitons, or electron-hole
drops will exist (we will mention it later). However, in typical semiconductors Ge
and Si the great majority of experimental results is in good agreement with the model
of condensed phase. For that reason, this paper summarizes those theoretical and
experimental works, dealing with the problem of collective behaviour of excitons
from the electron-hole drops formation point of view.
2. Theory

2.1. Ground-state energy of electron-hole drops
Ground-state energy level of the exciton lies in energy gap. Its distance from
a bottom of the conduction band is equal to E™, the binding energy of the exciton.
The condensation will take place only if the corresponding ground-state energy level
per electron-hole pair in the drops lies below Elx. First, let us therefore mention the
question of a calculation of the mean ground-state energy E0 per electron-hole pair.
It is the matter of many-electron problem, where, in the Hartree — Fock aproximation together with introduction of a correlation energy, E0 can be written
E0

=

Eg +

H£n

+

I^kin

—

Eex ~~ I*ex +

I^cor =

I*HF +

I^cor >

(1)

where Eg is the band gap, E^in and E^in the mean kinetic energies of electrons and
holes, E%x and E^x the mean exchange energies of electrons and holes, and ECor
the mean correlation energy that includes contributions of second and higher orders
in the Coulomb interaction. From expression (1), E0 can be calculated as a function
of the carrier density n in the drop or, if you like, the mean interparticle separation
r s . All terms in (1) can be calculated exactly for any band structure. For an ideal
case of simple bands with spherical masses me, mb at T = 0°K the calculation has
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been made by Benoit a La Guillaume et al. [6]. They found the function (1) has
a minimum Eom ^ Eg — (2/3) R0 + Ecor, where R0 = f*e*l2h2e2 is the free
exciton Rydberg (// — reduced mass, e — static dielectric constant). However,
to obtain the condensed phase stable, the condition Eom < Eg — R0 must be fulfilled.
So the final result depends on the contribution coming from 2j cor . The correlation
energy has been calculated by Brinkman et al. [7]. To calculate E c o r , they used
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Curve (a), an ideal isotropic band structure with
me = nth; curve (b), the real band structure
of Ge [7]

Eo

Fig. 2. The ground state energy E0 for Ge (after
[9]). The dotted lines, Ge under the <I1I> stress
P = 3 kg mm~2. Corresponding band structure
for such a stress is shown by insert (b) in Fig. 7

a generalized approximation introduced originally by Hubrard for the isotropic
electron gas [8]. Their result for the above-mentioned simple case is represented by
the curve a in Fig. 1. The energy (with origin at the bottom of the conduction band)
is measured in units R0 and the unit of rs is the Bohr radius of exciton a0 = eh2/
Ifie2 (for the free exciton EQ = - 1 and rs = 1). The curve has a minimum Eom =
= — 0,86 at rs == 2.0. One can see that even including .Ecor the condensed phase
is not bound here with respect to the free exciton (Eom > —1). It is therefore important to take into account a real band structure. The authors [7] have done it for Ge
and, using the same method for the calculation Ecor as in the preceding case, have
obtained the curve b in Fig. 1. The curve has a minimum Eom ^ —2 at rs = 0.63.
In contrast to the foregoing simple case the condensed phase in Ge is strongly bound.
The equilibrium value of rs corresponds to the electron concentration nc = 1.8 •
• 1017 cm- 3 .
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The Hubbard's approximation cannot be exactly extended to complicated band
structure of Ge (the electron masses at four conduction band minima have been
assumed to be spherical and the existence of different light and heavy holes has been
ignored). Combescot and Nozieres [9] have obtained IjCor by the interpolation
method [10] that makes possible to take into account the anisotropy of the conduction band so as the interaction between light and heavy holes. They found Ij0m =
= —2.3 at r s = 0.6 (nc = 2 . 1017 cm - 3 ) (Fig. 2). The more exact calculation has
consequently provided further binding of electron-hole drops, by about 15%. In
physical units, in Ge R0 = 2.64 meV [9]
and Eom = —6.1 meV. Seeing that the
0,95 1
experimental value .Eg* = -— 3.6 meV,
we get the binding energy of electronhole drops with respect to the free exciton (or a "work function" from the
condensed phase) cp = 2.5 meV. The
authors have also done the same calculation for Si (Fig. 3) and they obtained
Eom = - 2 1 meV, nc = 3.1 . 10 18 cm 3
and (p = 7 meV. Evidently, the complicated multivalley band structures
Fig. 3. The ground state energy for Si [9]
of Ge and Si are favourable for the stability of electron-hole drops (see the note in introduction). To confirm this statement, dotted lines in Fig. 2 have been calculated for Ge when a uniaxial pressure P
is applied in the < 111 > crystallographic direction. It is known that under such a pressure the band structure of Ge simplifies (the electrons occupy just one from the four
conduction band valleys — Fig. 7b). One can see from Fig. 2 that in this case the
binding energy of condensed phase decreases: Eom = —1.86 at rs = 0.75.
2.2. Recombination radiation of the condensed phase
As the condensat consists of the non-equilibrium electrons and holes, a specific
radiation due to the electron-hole recombination is expected. The spectral distribution of the recombination radiation for phonon-assisted indirect transitions at
T = 0°K is given by [6]

^-Píí^f"
VhVe

X bihv - Eg - E£in - F£in + hoi) dke dkh ,
where D is the optical matrix element, AE the usual energy denominator, H (k e , kh)
the electron-phonon matrix element, hco the energy of the emitted phonon, Vh and
Ve the volumes inside the hole and electron Fermi surfaces. From this equation one
can derive a useful expression for the ratio of the free exciton and electron-hole drops
radiative lifetimes denoted TRE and T | H D , respectively:
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This relation is valid for the case of allowed phonon involved in the recombination
process and provides a method for experimental determination of nc ( | <PFE(0) | 2 =
— 1/64 na%, where <2>FE(7) is the wave function of the relative electron-hole motion
of the free exciton).
A pictorial model of exciton condensation that predicts the dependence of the
emission intensity on the excitation level and temperature, has been proposed by
Pokrovskij and Svistunova [11]. For the case of steady-state excitation with the
excitation level ^(cnr 3 s _1 ) the following kinetic equation can be written

g = -+J,

(3)

T

where n and r are the concentration and non-radiative lifetime of free excitons in the
gas phase, J — (WC/TRHD) NV is the radiative recombination rate in the condensed
phase, N the concentration of electron-hole drops and V — (4/3) nrz the volume of
a drop. The condensed phase is assumed to be constitued of spherical drops of radius
r surrounded by free exciton gas. Under steady-state condition the current of particles
from gas phase into drops, nvNnr2, must be equal to the sum of the recombination
rate J inside drops and of the current of carries from drops due to thermal emission,
4nr2NAT2 exp (-<p/kT):
n*vNnr2 - - - - - - N — nr* + 4nr2 NA T2 e ^ * r .
_EHD
T
R

-1
J

'

(3)
W

Here v means the mean thermal velocity and A is Richardson constant. It follows
from (2) and (3)
4AT2e-<Pl*T

nc / l
\
XT
- — - - +Nv7ir2) r .
(4)
vr
3 zrr!HD \ T
/
Thus r > 0 if £ — (4AT2\vr) exp (—<p/kT) > 0. So the condensed phase can appear
only if the threshold values of excitation level, gXh, and temperature, T th , are reached:
g

4

T

Sth-

4A (Гth)2e-<p,*:Гth
vr
2

Ifg is small enough, we can assume Nvnr < 1/T and in this approximation the
th
solution of (4) is r ~ (g — g ). As the radiation intensity of the condensed phase
J ~ r 3 N, we have
J~(g-gth)*.
(5)
Therefore immediately after reaching threshold conditions, the radiation intensity J
should be proportional to the cube of the excitation level. However, at sufficiently
low temperature and high excitation level, g > gth, the majority of the nonequili-
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brium carriers is concentrated in the condensed phase, so that Nvnr2 > 1/r.
Equation (4) then yields
J~g,
(6)
or in this case J depends linearly on the excitation level.
From (3), the temperature dependence of the radiation intensity J can be also
obtained [12]:

3. Experimental results

To obtain sufficiently high concentrations of excitons in experiment, an optical
excitation is most frequently used. The suitable excitation source for Ge and Si is
a c.w. He-Ne laser generating output power of the order often mW at A = 0.632 ju
or 1A 5 fiy or a pulsed GaAs laser. However, high-pressure mercury or xenon lamps
are used too. It is necessary to work near liquid helium temperature, because the
critical temperature of the condensed phase is a few °K.
3.1. Observation of low-temperature luminiscence of Ge and Si
The first experimental observation of electron-hole drops was through the lowtemperature recombination radiation of Ge [13], [14], [11] and Si [15], [12]. In
Fig. 4 is drawn the luminescence spectrum of pure Ge at different temperatures. At
temperatures below T t h , besides emission bands at 714 meV and 706 meV originating
from the recombination of free exciton with simultaneous emission of LA and T O
phonons, a new intense radiation
shifted to lower energies appears.
^
These new emission bands with
7K2
maxima at 709 meV and 701,5
meV have been attributed to the
radiative annihilation of electron-hole drops. The mean binding energy | £0m | ^ ^ 7.2
meV, as obtained from Fig. 4, is
in reasonable agreement with
the theoretical value 6.1 meV [9].
Fig. 5 demonstrate the measured dependence of the longwavelength luminescence in720
7Ю
700720
7Ю 700 720 710 700
tensity on the excitation level.
tvЫèJ]
The result can be characterized
Fig. 4. Spectral distribution of the recombination radiation
by the relations (5) and (6) very
of pure Ge at different temperatures, a — 2,78°K,
well. Fig. 6 shows the temperab — 2,52°K, c — 2,32°K [II]

1
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ture dependence of J for Ge at different excitation levels g. The solid curves corre
spond to the equation (7) with 9? = 1.5 meV. In this case, there is also plausible
agreement between theory and experiment. Benoit a La Guillaume et al. [16], [6]
have measured the ratio of the free exciton and electron-hole drops radiative
E
HD
lifetimes in Ge. They found TR /T R ^ 16 and from (2) the critical density of
17
-3
carriers in the condensed phase nc ^ 1.6 . 10 c m has been obtained. After all,
also other measurement methods of the critical density determination, reviewed e.g.
17
-3
in [6], lead to good agreement with the theoretical value nc = 2 . 10 c m [9].
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Fig. 5. Dependence of the long-wavelength lumiFig. 6. Temperature dependence of the condensed
nescence ofGe on the excitation levelg. T = 2J°K. phase radiation intensity of Ge under various stea
1 — under steady-state low excitation intensity, dy-state photoexcitation levels. Relative values of
g are shown on the side of each curve [19]
2 — powerful lamp pulsed excitation [11]
A similar state of affairs, when most of the experimental results are more or less
in good agreement with the theory is in the case of silicon too*). A considerable dif
ference between Ge and Si, however, is as for their quantum efficiency of the re
combination radiation. The quantum yield of the condensed phase radiation in Ge
is YJ ^ 0.8 [11], while this one in Si is about 5 . 10~4 [18]. There is an assumption,
that this difference is caused by an effective Auger recombination of electrons in the
minima of the Si conduction band in the <100> direction. This hypothesis seems to be
confirmed by the recent studies of the recombination radiation in Ge-Si alloys
[19], [20].
An influence of a uniaxial mechanical stress on the luminescence spectra of Ge
and Si has been studied in [6], [21] and [22]. Some results may be qualitatively com*) A new long-wavelenght emission band attributed to the electron-hole drops recombination
has been recently observed even in CdSe [17].
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pared with the results of the ground-state energy calculation (sec. 2.1). Fig. 7 gives
the shift of the maximum of the electron-hole drops main emission line in Ge versus
the applied homogeneous pressure P. Although the band gap decreases with the
applied pressure in Ge, a weak shift towards higher energies has been observed for
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Fig. 7. Energy shift AE of the electron-hole drops main emission peak as a function of the applied uni
axial stress P. Schemes (a) and (b) correspond, respectively, to the situations occuring for P -= 11,5 kg
2
2
mm- in the <(100> direction and for P = 3 kg mm~ in the (11V) direction [6]

2,12

2.20

2,28

2,36

AvícVJ
Fig. 8. High-energy two-electron luminescence from Si. The energetic position of the emission band
maxima to be expected from the condensate model and the excitonic molecule model are indicate by C and
EM respectively. The each experimental point measurement took 24 hours [23]

low stresses. It is because the decrease of £ g competes with the reduction of the mean
binding energy of electron-hole pairs in the drop (Fig. 2). The change occuring for
P = 3 kg m m - 2 in the slope of the curve corresponding to P in the <111> direction
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corresponds to the coincidence of the electron Fermi level in the lowest-energy conduction band with the bottom of the three others equivalent valleys. Then, as a matter of fact, all electrons (T -> 0°K) occupy those lowest conduction band, that, with
further increase of P, follows the corresponding decrease of Eg and the emission
maximum shifts towards lower energies. Aleksejev et al. [22] have studied the
low-temperature luminescence of the condensed phase in Ge under nonuniform
uniaxial stress. To this purpose, they used samples of special shape. In these ones
a force due to the stress gradient acted on the carriers. The drops were observed
really to move above 4 mm from the surface to the middle of the sample. From this
observation the value of effective mobility 6 . 1018 sec/g has been established. After
Aleksejev et al., this result cannot be explained by the excitonic molecule model
and it serves as a further confirmation of the existence of electron-hole drops in semiconductors.
Let us mention one of luminescence experiments yet, namely the observation
of the high energy luminescence near 2Eg due to radiative two-electron transitions
in Si (Fig. 8 [23]). The energetic position and the linewidth agree very well with
condensate model, too.
3.2. A Proof of electron-hole drops macroscopic character
Although most experiments deals with the recombination radiation of the condensed phase, the proof of macroscopic character of electron-hole drops has been
done by another ways [24] — [26]. Benoit a La Guillaume et al. [24] illuminated
n-region of the p-n junction in Ge at T = 2°K and measured the electric current
in the circuit. Excited excitonic complexes diffused towards the junction and short
random pulses of photovoltaic current were observed, resulting form the dissociation
of complexes in the field of the p-n junction. If the excitonic complexes had been
biexcitons, each pulse should have corresponded to the contribution of two electrons;
it was found, however, that pulses consisted of ^ 107 elementary charges*). From
here we can specify the radius of electron-hole drop: r ^ 3 fi.
As we have mentioned, the volume occupied by drops has metallic character,
in contrast to its surroundings (after reaching the critical concentration of excitons
an abrupt increase of conductivity has been observed in Ge [27]). It means the refractive index in the drops should differ from that of the crystal lattice. The crystal
becomes optically inhomogeneous and a scattering of a probe light beam in the crystal
should become observable, in analogy with the scattering of light by drops in
a fog. From such a consideration Pokrovskij and Svistunova started and the
expected scattering have really discovered in Ge [26]. Their experimental set-up
is shown in Fig. 9. A sample 1 was excited by radiation 2 from a tungsten lamp and
a changeable screen ring window 5 was used to separate the light scattered at angles
0 ± A 0 ( A 0 « 1°) from the probe laser beam 3 (A = 3,39/*). A set of eight windows
*) Similar values is reported by asnin et al. [25].
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corresponding to different angles made it possible to determine the angular distri
bution U8C(0) of the scattered light. The scattered light was focused by a quartz
condenser 6 onto a photoresistor 7. Fig. 10 shows the dependence of Usc(0) on
a dimensionless parameter (2njX)r&. The solid line is calculated according to the

2дB

Fig. 9. Experimental set-up for the investigation of light scattering by electron-hole drops [26]. T = 231°K
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5

(2Z/A)r6
Fig. 10. Angular distribution of the scattered light intensity U8C (®). I — a laser beam distance from
the illuminated sample surface I — 0,5 mm, 2 — 1 = 1 mm

Rayleigh theory for scattering by spherical particles. The drop radius r was found
from the best fit of experimental points to the theoretical curve. For a laser beam
distance from the illuminated surface 0.5 mm the best fit was reached with r = 7.6 fi>
for distance of 1 mm with r = 3.4 ju. Both the method of the photovoltaic detection
of electron-hole drops and the observation of light scattering thus give very similar
values of r.
To this limited review only several typical experimental results have been in
volved. For completion, let us at least mention a study of the electron-hole drops
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far-infrared absorption [28], [29], of the impurity influence on the electron-hole
drops formation [30] and the observation of cyclotron resonance in drops [31]. A reader may find additional references in the review articles [19] and [32].
4. Conclusion
Haynes [15] in 1966 first observed the new low-temperature emission line in
Si and attributed this line to the recombination radiation of biexciton. Only a number of subsequent theoretical and experimental works shows this interpretation to be
most probably incorrect, and that in Ge and Si under high concentration of excitons
the condensed phase appears. On the other hand, in crystal of CuCl-type the situation
is favourable for the formation of excitonic molecule and a position of a new emission
line in the luminescence spectrum of CuCl [33]—[35] is in good agreement with the
binding energy of biexciton calculated after theoretical works [36]-[38], An extensive
analysis of this problem together with discussion of another properties of highly excited crystals can be found in the review [39].
Up-to-date results of the exciton condensation in semiconductors are very interesting even from the point of view of miscellaneous approaches to the problem.
There remains much vague yet — e.g. a question of the liquid and gas phase coexistence (surface energy of the drops), the nature of condensation centers etc.
Further investigations of properties of the condensed phase in various semiconductors
will undoubtedly bring help to understanding of all these questions, and thus to the
further development of the physics of semiconductors in general.
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